
Luxurious Spa-Like Abortion Clinic Gives Customers Robe,
Cup of Tea as They Kill Their Baby

Apparently making an abortion facility look more like a spa is going to “destigmitize” killing unborn children. 
 that a new abortion business is opening in DC and its goal is to make abortion more

glamorous.

The facility,  is opening in April and will offer hot tea and comfy robes. The “clinic” will also feature wood
floors, plush upholstery and resemble a high-end salon or spa.

CaraFem president, Christopher Purdy, said, “We don’t want to talk in hushed tones. We use the A-word.” He
added, “It’s fresh, it’s modern, it’s clean, it’s caring. That’s the brand we’re trying to create.” Planned Parenthood, of
course, praised the new approach. Eric Ferrero, a spokesman for the abortion giant, said, “We still do a lot of work
with people who are less supportive of abortion, and one way we need to communicate is in a more empathetic
framework that kind of says, ‘Look, these are really complicated personal issues.”

However, pro-life groups believe the “fresh” approach will fail.

CLICK LIKE IF YOU’RE !

The president of the pro-life , Marjorie Dannenfelser, said “Even people who support abortion
rights don’t necessarily see it as something to celebrate. They want to think about [abortion] as a necessary evil.”

 president, Carol Tobias, added, “Abortion is not pleasant and trying to put pretty wrappings
around the procedure isn’t going to make any difference.”

Additionally, the abortion facility is placing what they call “slick ads” in DC. For example, one CaraFem ad reads,
“Abortion. Yeah, we do that.” Lanae Erickson Hatalsky, the director of a group called Third Way, acknowledged that
most people still don’t see abortion in a positive light. She said, “Most people in this country do not think abortion is
a good thing on its face, even if they deeply believe it should be legal.” Nevertheless, Hatalsky still believes the
group’s efforts to destigmitize abortion will attract young passionate activists who will help change public opinion.

I don’t know about you but I think it’s going to take a lot more than pretty floors and furniture to change public
opinion on abortion. First of all, whether an abortion takes place at a run-down  or at a “high-end
salon,” abortion always, 100% of the time, kills an unborn child and hurts the family involved.

Secondly, , after abortion over 65% of women suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder and post abortive women are  to commit suicide than women who have given birth.
Also, many women describe their abortion experience as ‘  with 60% reporting that it felt like ’Part of me
died.’

So to put it mildly, better branding, “abortion spas,” and all the positive talk in the world will never change the horror
of abortion or the devastation it brings.
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